CASA di SASSI is a family owned business built on the timeless principles of honesty, integrity and quality. Like our timeless values, our products are manufactured to resemble the classic, old world Italian style. We take care of our customers like family too. Providing a quality product that meets the customers needs is just the beginning of the care you get from CASA di SASSI. Earning your trust is vitally important to us, which is why we always operate in an ethical manner with the highest value for integrity.
Old World Italian style has influenced architecture throughout the world for centuries. CASA di SASSI has recreated a highly diverse and eclectic range of products as shown in our Inspiration Gallery.
Left: Matera Country Rubble
Center: Matera Country Rubble
Gola Ledgestone with Brown Barn Beam Mantel
Easily installed, our unique 1” to 6” in height and 6” to 18” in length pieces stack neatly together creating a uniformed appearance.

Left: Monte Ledgestone
Our Old World is replicated from original hand chiseled foundation stones salvaged from a local 19th century structure. Old World stone, in its striking colors and numerous oversized pieces, has a majestic appearance. This stone ranges in size from 1” to 18” in height and 4” to 23” in length.

Left: Grigio Old World
Blends are a unique combination of a variety of stones. These exclusive blends create a natural feel with significant size variations. With rough textures and dimensions, Blends add an authentic warm ambiance to any project.

Left: Bolzano Blend
CASA DI SASSI’s Country Rubble consists of irregularly shaped stones. These irregularly shaped stones are designed to fit well and create a rugged appearance. Each stone was hand picked for both size and depth of texture to give a truly unique appearance.

Left: Matera Country Rubble
Top: Matera Country Rubble
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CASA DI SASSI’S EZ Ledge is a unique ledgestone that comes in easy-to-install heights (2”, 4”, 6”) and lengths (6”, 12”, 18”). This profile creates symmetrical lines and has face cleft that is found in both eastern and western natural stones to create a stunning appearance.

Left: Cremona EZ Ledge

CASA DI SASSI EZ Ledge is a unique ledgestone that comes in easy-to-install heights (2”, 4”, 6”) and lengths (6”, 12”, 18”). This profile creates symmetrical lines and has face cleft that is found in both eastern and western natural stones to create a stunning appearance.

Left: Cremona EZ Ledge
VOLterra has a historically classic appearance and consists of stones hewed in rectangular shapes with unique textures and ruggedness. The stone heights enable ease of installation and coursing.

Left: Turin Volterra
Top: Niveo Volterra
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CASA DI SASSI’s Kwik Stack is a modular shaped panel stone, and it comes in 4” heights and random lengths. Each piece is made of many smaller stones hand picked to create natural edges and a dry-stack look.

Left: Matera Kwik Stack
Top: Carbone Kwik Stack
Bottom: Noveo Kwik Stack
CASA DI SASSI’S Fieldstone is tailored from stones originating in the highlands of the New England states. Along with a handsome, rugged texture, our Fieldstone is dressed with distinct edges for a tight fitting application. This stone ranges from 2” to 10” in height and 3” to 18” in length.

Left: Gola Fieldstone
**MANTELS**

- **Barn Beam Mantel** 60" x 8.5" x 6" *(Available in Barnwood and Grey)*
- **Wood Grain Mantel** 60" x 8.5" x 6"
- **Stone Mantel** 60" x 10" x 2.5"

**ACCESSORIES**

- **CAPS**
  - Flat Wall Cap 10" x 13", 14", 16" & 18" L: 23.5""n
  - Chiseled Cap 10" x 13", 14", 16" & 18" L: 23.5"
  - Natural Cap 10" x 13", 14", 16" & 26" L: 24" x 24"

- **BRACKETS**
  - Wood Bracket 8" x 0.25" (Available in Barnwood and Grey)
  - Stone Bracket 2.5" x 11"

**UTILITIES**

- **Light Block** 10" x 10" 4" hide
- **Small Light Block** 6" x 10" 4" hide
- **Double Receptacle** 8" x 8"
- **Single Receptacle** 6" x 4"
- **Hose Bib** 10" x 5" 1.5" hide

**HEARTHSTONES**

- **Granite**
  - Luce Cream, Terra
  - Country Rubble Matera Mezzo, Sage, Terra

**ACCESSORY COLOR GUIDE**

- **Blends**
  - Bella Mezzo, Sage
  - Bianco Cream
  - Crema Fumo, Mezzo
  - Cremona Fumo, Mezzo
  - Tierra Fumo, Mezzo

- **Fieldstone**
  - Sage Mezzo, Sage, Terra
  - Latte Cream, Sage, Terra
  - Montana Mezzo, Terra
  - Senda Crema, Terra

**LEAD LAVASTONE**

- **Casa di Sassi**
  - Barn Beam Mantel 60" x 8.5" x 6" *(Available in Barnwood and Grey)*
  - Wood Grain Mantel 60" x 8.5" x 6"
  - Stone Mantel 60" x 10" x 2.5"

**BRACKETS**

- **Wood Bracket** 8" x 0.25" (Available in Barnwood and Grey)
- **Stone Bracket** 2.5" x 11"

**CASA DI SASSI**

All accessories are available in Cream, Fumo, Mezzo, Sage, and Terra.